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An Introduction to High Energy Nuclear Collisions 

Lecture II: What does a nucleus look like at high energy?
QCD at small x, Renormalization Group, Saturation, Color Glass Condensate



The Regge-Gribov limit

 Physics of strong fields in QCD
   Multi-particle production

   Novel universal properties of QCD  



number of gluons grows fast n ! eαs ln1/x



(large x)

(small x)

Ren.Group-BFKL evolution
(sums large logs in x)

Gluon density saturates at f = 1 /αS

- strongest E&M fields in nature…

Resolving the hadron



hadron/nucleus

QCD 
Bremsstrahlung

QCD evolution: linear vs. non-linear



hadron/nucleus

QCD 
Bremsstrahlung

Non-linear evolution:
Gluon recombination

Gribov,Levin,Ryskin

QCD evolution: linear vs. non-linear



Parton Saturation

Maximum occupation number (f = 1/αS) => 

This relation is saturated for 

★Competition between attractive bremsstrahlung 
     and repulsive recombination effects



QCD in high gluon density regime 

Need a new organizing principle to 
explore this novel regime of high 

energy QCD



Light Cone Coordinates

x ! k+

P+



What does a nucleus look like in the IMF ?



What does a nucleus look like in the IMF ?

wee partons (small x gluons) “see” a large density of 
color sources at small transverse resolutions 



Time scales



Born-Oppenheimer separation of large 
and small x modes

Valence modes
 - static sources

 for wee partons

Dynamical 
wee modes



The effective action

Scale separating sources & fields

Gauge invariant weight functional for distribution of sources 

Dynamical wee fields Coupling of wee fields to sources

This action captures the remarkable properties of hadrons and 
nuclei at high energies



The large A limit

 “Pomeron” excitations “Odderon” excitations

effective action describes a non-perturbative, albeit
weakly coupled system with rich dynamics



Classical field of a nucleus

Yang-Mills equations:

can be solved exactly: 
solutions are non-Abelian 
Weizäcker-Williams fields



Saddle point of effective action-> Yang-Mills equations

careful solution requires smearing in x-

Solution of Yang-Mills equations

A+ = A! = 0

Ai
a = !(x!) "i

a

!i !
i

g
U "i U†

∂i αi = g ρ

with



z

random electric and magnetic fields 
    in plane of fast moving nucleus

A nucleus at high energy



Intrinsic gluon distribution of a nucleus

xG(x,Q2) !
! Q2

d2 kt ! (x, kt)



Gluon distribution of a nucleus

k!
dN

k!dk!

!QCD

k!
Qs

most of the gluons in the nucleus have 
momentum of order of Qs



   Color   Glass   Condensate   (CGC)

A universal form of matter at high energy

higher energy

CGC: high density gluonsDilute gas

Gluons 
have “color”

High density !
occupation number
~ 1/αs  at saturation

created from “frozen” random  
color source, that evolves slowly  
compared to natural time scale

High energy limit of QCD
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Quantum corrections: Wilsonian RG

Fields Sources

( αs Log 1/x )



Quantum corrections: Wilsonian RG

Fields Sources

( αs Log 1/x )



Quantum corrections: Wilsonian RG

Fields Sources

( αs Log 1/x )

The JIMWLK (functional RG) equation



Wilson RG at small x

Color charge grows due to inclusion of fields into hard 
source with decreasing x:

Because of strong fields 
All insertions are O(1)

obeys a non-linear Wilson renormalization group equation



At each step in the evolution, compute 1-point and 2-point 
functions in the background field

Wilson RG at small x

Consider the 2-point function:
(intrinsic gluon distribution) Weak field limit: BFKL equation



JIMWLK equations  describe  evolution  of  all 
N-point  correlation  functions  with  energy

U includes multiple scattering on the target
(eikonal propagation)

U(xt) ! P̂ exp["ig

!
dx!

1
!2

t

"a(x!, xt) T a]

 strong field

Weak field:
single gluon 
exchange  

all observables depend on products of U’s

mean field + large Nc : Balitsky-Kovchegov equation



scattering of a quark anti-quark dipole on a target



the radiation vertex



Virtual corrections



Virtual corrections



Real corrections



Real corrections



Real + virtual corrections



The BFKL equation (linear)

, diffusion

T ! e# !s Y exp["#
ln2 k

k0

Y
]



The BK equation (non-linear)



BKBFKL

Solving the BK equation 

diffusion problem of BFKL is cured by non-linearities



T ! r2
t xG(x,

1
rt

)

the 2-point function T (xt,yt) = 1/Nc Tr [1 - U+ (xt) U (yt)]
 (probability for scattering of a quark-anti-quark dipole on a target)

             

Solving the BK equation

non-linearities unitarize the scattering probability 

define Qs = 1/rt
when T (rt) = 1/2
it grows with energy

color transparency



How does Qs behave as function of Y?

Fixed coupling LO BFKL: 

LO BFKL+ running coupling:

Re-summed NLO BFKL + CGC:

Very close to
HERA result!



αS(QS
2) << 1 € 

×
9
4

for gluon

The saturation scale



Momentum Resolution Q2 

Road map of the strong interactions

  Energy 
(rapidity)

Λ2
QCD


